1) Elections
   a) Dylan announces open positions
   b) Dan Zipp is voted President unanimously
   c) Ashley Larson is voted VP Social Chair unanimously
   d) Max Belletto is voted GSA Rep unanimously
   e) Richard Thai is voted GSA Rep unanimously
   f) Mia Bennett is voted as VP of Communications and VP of Publicity unanimously
   g) Francesca is voted as Co-VP of Finance unanimously
   h) Dylan nominates himself for Co-VP of Finance and co-President

2) Report back from GSA meeting
   a) Richard Thai delivers the notes from the GSA Meeting, held on 10/14/2015.
   b) It was a two-hour meeting
   c) New appointees - everyone was unanimously approved
   d) Melnitz movies - suggest any for winter or spring quarter, we can email them.
   e) Big announcement: GSA still doesn't have our money because they are still waiting on final enrollment numbers, but from last year it was approved that all organizations start with 75% of the new allocation of money they had last year (not counting rollover), so we can assume we'll have that much going forward.
   f) GSA Orientation went well but need more people to volunteer. Those announcements will come out in spring.
   g) UC Regent came by and he is trying to start an initiative to start a new Student Advisor Position w UC Board of Regents. New position would be a non-voting member but would serve as an additional voice on the Regents meetings. The idea is that it will complement the current regent, so if the regent is an undergrad,
the student advisor would be a grad, and vice versa. The GSA passed a motion to say they approve of this.

h) **Dylan** suggests putting a cap on the expenditures of various departments.
   i) Last year: $11.61 per student in new funds
   ii) Instead we decide to spend conservatively and we might have to talk if someone goes over.

i) **Francesca** suggests making a budget based on 75% of last year’s figures for people to begin working with. Dylan agrees that it is a good idea.

j) Reps ask about budgets for Public Policy, Economics, and Anthro. Dylan gives them the numbers.
   i) Anthro Rep confirms that numbers can be raised depending on the budget, but to be on the safe side, stick to the 75% number for now.

3) **Requisitions**
   a) We run through the requisitions and make sure they are entered into the Excel spreadsheet (please see attached).
   b) Dylan motions to approve reqs. Richard seconds. All in favor.

4) **Social Event**
   a) Oct. 29, 2015 from 5:30 - 7:30 pm
   b) Potluck desserts?
   c) Order pizza
   d) Haines 3rd Floor - Max will reserve the room and let Ashley and me know tomorrow
   e) * We only have eight departments present - Mia will work on publicizing the event more

5) **Budget - continued**
   a) Dylan announces what last year’s initial numbers were so that people can calculate the 75% figure.

6) **Next Meeting: Thursday, November 12, 2015 at 5:30 pm**

7) **Max** needs to obtain Authorization for Council Reps to GSA Form from GSA.